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Dukakis on Campus
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U.S. President Open
Primary—Statewide

Proposition-Statewide
Numbors

Oemocratic Party Republican Party
A1 Gore
Bill Bradley

79.9%
19.6%

George W. Bush 52.2%
John McCain 43.0%

Green Party
Ralph Nader ' 94.4%

Amer. Indep. Part
Howard Phillips 100%

Lilertarian Party
Harry Browne

62.1%

Natnral Law Party
John Hagelin

100%

Reform Party

lA
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Yos

Tribal Gaming
Parks and Water
Drinking Water
Library Construction
Crime Labs
Veteran's Homes
Lotteries and Raffles
Murder
Peace Officers
State Lottery
Juvenile Crime
Limit on Marriage
None of the Above
Campaign Finance
Local Majority Vote
Congressional Term
Limits
Repeal Tobacco Tax
Indian Gaming
Insurance Lawsuits
Insurance Amend
ments

No

64.6%
63.2%
64.8%
59.0%
46.3%
62.5%
58.6%
72.4%
73.5%
53.1%
62.0%
61.4%
36.0%
34.8%
48.8%
40.5%

35.4%
36.8%
35.2%
41.0%
53.7%
37.5%
41.4%
27.6%
26.5%
46.9%
38.0%
38.6%
64.0%
65.2%
51.2%
59.5%

28.0%
53.0%
• 31.5%
28.4%

72.0%
47.0%
68.5%
71.6%
•

Donald J. Trump 44.2%

Bold means the proposition is passing
The
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Dukakis Ulslts on Super Tuesday
By Katherina
Seigworth

Executive Editor
He speaks Greek!
While it might not sur
prise people who
know about Michael
Dukakis' background,
it was still unusual to
hear the language
spoken in the Lower

Commons.
Dukakis appeared
on campus lastTuesday to give two lec
tures and to attend a
luncheon with some
city councilmen, fac
ulty members, AS!
representatives, and
Albert
President
Karnig.
Dukakis grew up
during the 1950's-a

time of both segrega
tion and the Cold
War. During his 4
p.m. talk, he focused
on that fact, bringing
some of the injustices
to light with personal
stories that seemed
inconceivable, yet all
too real. He attended
the liberal Swathmore
College in New En
gland, located south

west of Philadelphia.
But even at that lib
eral college, in 1951
"black kids could not
get tiieir hair cut at the
barbershops
in
Swathmore. So my
fellow students and I
boycotted the barber
shops, and I became
the campus barber,"
Dukakis said. He
also told the story of

he and a friend hitch
hiking to Miami
Beach, Florida in the
spring of 1952, just to
see what it was like.
The segregation they
found down there
shocked them. "Afri
can Americans could
not be on the streets
after sundown with
out a pass from their
employer," he noted.

Dukakis also dis
cussed the fact that
Washington, D.C.
was segregated by
an Act of Congress In
1953, Dukakis ar
gued that even
though the 1950's
were an economic
"golden age," the
term
is
some what
misleading

because of the social
inequality-the capital
of the free world was
not truly free. During

-Greek
Continued fivm page 3

A T-Rex Named Sue
to scan the fos
sil, using tech
nology made to
inspect large
aircraft parts.
The CAT s c a n
proved that the
skull was com
plete.
It was
the first time
scientists were
able to look in-*

tyrannosaur's
skull. • Brochu

and his staff had
to overcome one
problem to pro
duce the CAT scan
image used to
study Sue: how do
you scan a skull
that
weighs
nearly a ton and
is over five feet
long? With the
help of Boeing
Aircraft
in
Santa Barbara,
Brochu and his
staff were able

Features

Opinions

A&E

Sports
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Comic

Callin'All Ladies
... pg 4

A Student
Athlete's Life

Auditions
... pg 8

Wally's World
...pgll

...pg 15

...pg 15
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... pg 8-9

I larlein
Globtrottors

In the summer
of 1990,a farmer
in the south
western region
of South Dakota
discovered on
his 1 and the
largest Tyrannosaurus Rex fos
sil ever found.
Since the dis
covery of this

magnificent gi
ant, many pale
ontologists from
around the world
have taken an
interest or an
active part in
unearthing the
dinosaur named
Sue .
Chris
Brochu, the lead
investigator and
geologist on
t h i s proje c t ,
gave Sue the name
to the T-Rex.

During his lec
ture last Thurs
day in the Cre
ative
Arts'
building at Cal
State, San Ber
nardino, Brochu
explained to an
audience of 150
what it takes to
study Sue by tak
ing the audience
on a digital tour
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Callin'
All Ladies
By Billie Jo L.
Morgan

Staff Writer

And the first
runner-up is . . .
Two ladies from
CSUSB will com
pete against
the belles of
the region for
the title of
"Miss San Ber
nardino" at
the March 11
pageant, to
be held at
7:00 p.m. at
the Califor
nia Theater
of Perform
ing Arts .

onstage ques
tions, as well
as
work-out
out f i t
and
evening gown
categories.
Littelton and
de Ramos had to
laintain

R o s e

d e Ra mo s
and Erin
.^Littleton,
*b o t h
-freshmen
at
CSUSB,
will compete
^against 12 other
hopefuls based
on a personal interview
and

lucky
along

1 9 6
heartthrob,
Bobby Sherman.
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By Lewis Mireles

Staff Writer

If you have
been watching
the news or
read a newspa
per in the last
few weeks, you
may have no
ticed
that
hackers around
the country
have made head
lines. The most
recent events
involving Yahoo
and ebay were
done by hackers
in attempt to
overload serv
ers and prevent
users from try
ing to access
information.
In the last
few
years,
hackers have
gotten more at-

tent ion
for
cracking high
access systems.
In March of 1999
hackers from 15
locations at
tacked
the
Pentagon's com
puter system,
trying to access
classified data
from countries
such as Canada,
Norway,
and
Thailand. By us
ing a sophisti
cated network of
computers, the
hackers attacked
the Pentagon's
system at least
a hundred times
daily. Another
incident was the
attack
on
Realnames.com
which sells web
site operators
keywords to help
internet users
find long online
web addresses.

Staff Writer

•fv At Camp Challenge, you'll get a taste of what it's like
'. to be an Army officer. And in the process, pick up
; . leadership ^ills you'll use for the rest of your fife.

Apply for Camp Chatfenge at the Army ROTC Department

ARMY ROTC

r. Unlike any other college course you can take.

The hackers
that broke into
this site stole
passwords and
credit-card num
bers from the
site that its
customers use to
pay for the ser-

v

i

c

e

.

Realnames.com
stated that even
though someone
did access the
site several
t imes ,
their
customers should
not be worried
and that the FBI
has been in
formed and is on
the case.
Not only have
hackers broken
into web serv
ers , but as men
tioned earlier,
hackers have
also tried to
take out the
servers of Yahoo
and eBay.

The FBI has
stated that the
attacks involved
with Yahoo, eBay
and a few other
internet sites
were traced back
to Cali fornia
campuses such as
UCLA, UCSB, and
Stanford, were a
few
of
the
schools that
confirmed that
their computers
were used in the
attacks.
Another inci
dent that came to
fame was the
theft of creditcard numbers
from
the
internet music
retailer
CD
Universe.com,
who was threat
ened with the re
lease of the
credit-card num
bers on a website
unless they paid

the
hacker
$100,000. When
the company re
fused to pay the
ransom,
the
hacker then re
leased
the
credit-card num
bers over the
net. With the
most recent at
tempts by hack
ers to break into
websites or try
ing to crash sys
tems, many secu
rity experts be
lieve that the
internet needs
to be rebuilt
from scratch all
over again.
Hackers have
shown many big
companies that
they need to take
security more
seriously and
that anyone can
fall victim to a
hacker if they
aren't careful.

irs ALIVE!!!!
By Rick Fleener

; , Then start packing.

NOT PERMiTTED
V.

Recent Hacking Attempts
Threaten the Internet's Future

this summer,
pack your underwear,
your toothbrush
and your

;

COMPUTER
HACKING

In recent years. Bill
Gates has been the tar
get of many rumors and
jokes about how he will
rule the world fairly
soon (if not already)
due to his highly suc
cessful monopoly on
the computer operating
system market (thanks
to his Microsoft Win
dows programs.) These
rumors are merely a
smoke screen started by
Bill Gates himself in a
pathetic attempt to di
vert attention away
from the real villain, the

operating system itself.
That's right Windows is
actually a sentient, be
ing that controls not
only the Internet and
most commercial bank
ing and industrial enter
prises, but the very
computer I'm using
right now to type this
column.
Recently my room
mate purchased a com
puter and chose Win
dows 2000 as his oper
ating system. Thinking
that this most recent in
carnation of the popular
Windows operating
system would be the
best, he thought he was
making the right choice.

that is, until he actually
tried to use his com
puter.
From the very begin
ning he had nothing but
problems. Windows
wouldn't allow him to
do anything. Whenever
he tried to install a pro
gram or video game he
would get a cryptic
message saying: "Your
system is not support."
It was as if a stubborn
4- year old child was
living in his computer,
taunting him with bro
ken English; it was a
truly horrifying scene to
witness.
When his fhistration
had reached its climax,

he decided to try and
formal his hard drive,
but Windows 2000 had
other ideas. Instead of
doing what it was told,
the stubborn O.S. gave
him error message after
error message that told
him that the user tried
to perform an "illegal"
operation. Immediately
the movie "2001: a
Space Odyssey" came
to mind. Whenever the
astronauts attempted to
gain manual control
over the space ship, the
ship's computer H.A.L.

"flllue
Continued on pageU
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By John Carranza

Special to the
Chronicle

There are many
collections that have
to deal with the col
lecting of sports
cards, but their value
can rise

and women who
provide safety to our
school community.
"The baseball cards
are provided to al
low students and
faculty to become
familiar with the
men and women of
the police depart
ment,"

a n d

s a i d

drop In
an in
stant.

g r a m

p r 0- origina
tor Lieutenant
Stephen
Nowicki.
Each
card is

T h a t

drawback in

mind,
h o w
would
you like
to have
a card
that may never lose
its value? To improve
community interac
tion, the CSUSB
Campus Police de
partment is planning
to trade on the popu
larity of collectibles by
giving out baseballstyle cards of the men

finely
detailed
on the
front and backside.
The front features
the CSU San Ber
nardino Police De
partment logo, the
officer's portrait,

"Cards
Continued on pageU

Online
By Carol Nishida

Staff Writer

First of all, what is
the CFA? The Califorfiia Faculty Asso
ciation is a diverse or
ganization consisting
of several thousand
academic profession
als who advocate
quality education in
the CSU systems.
They are the "exclu
sive, collective, bar
gaining representa
tive" for California
State University fac
ulty members, includ
ing lecturers, tenured
professors, librarians,
coaches and counse
lors. CFA attempts to
advance academic
freedom, maintain
faculty rights, and
protect faculty inter
ests in the California
legislature. The CFA
also works through "A
political action office
in Sacramento, CA,

where they work
closely with the Gover
nor and State Legisla
ture on key appropria
tion bills." The 320.
members of the CSUSB
chapter is one of the
twenty-two local CFA
chapters in the state of
California. This chap
ter, directed by Thomas
Meisenhelder, of the
sociology department,
publishes a quarterly
newsletter, sponsor fo
rums, hold faculty
rights seminars, and en
courage end-of-term
parties. For information
on upcoming CFA
events or the terms of
membership, visit http:/
/cfa.csusb.edu. For fur
ther inquiries, contact
the local CFA chapter or
the CFA Headquarters
at: California Faculty
Association 5933 W.
Century Blvd. Suite 216
Los Angeles, CA
90045 Telephone: (310)
641-4430 Fax: (310)
410-1240

Student Union Corner
in the

Student Union
•Event includes free food!
• Absolute quiet areas for students that
need a place to study during finals!
• Free give-a-waysl

Weifred Smith
Criminal Justice
Senior
1. No
2. Yes, Absentee
ballot
3. A law ending
all Manditory
minimum sen
tencing for drug
crimes.
4. Capricorn

Kevin Johnson
Communications
Senior
1. No
2. Yes
3. I'd get rid of
the three strikes
law.
4. Scorpio

1. Hell Yes! 2. No
3. A law that
benefits myself.
4. Capricorn

Valid CSUSB parking permit or $1.50 daily pass required
/ V-

4. "What's Your Sign?"

James Conners
Communications
Senior

March 13th - 15th
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Student Union
}J''

3. If you could write a law, what would it be?

Wendy M. Chinchilla
Liberal Studies
Junior
1. Probably, Yes.
2. No
3. Everybody
has to respect
each other
4.1 don't know.

Midnight Madness
//

By Ketty Denny
Staff Writer
1. If you could be the President of the United States,
would you?
2. Did you vote on Tuesday?

i- . I i il4'. ' J'r

. . I TT77T TTTTTTT.' j

J
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The Life of a
Student Athlete
By Kristy Rostawicki

Copy Editor

Being a collegiate
student athlete takes
heart, pride, determina
tion, and hard work.
Student-athletes have to
put in hundreds of hours
and a lot of energy into
training and practice,
while balancing school
and work all at the same
time.
Whether it's a team
or individual sport, an
athlete has to give
100% in order to win
and stay on top of their
opponent as well as
their own personal life.
Giving 100% to every
thing takes a huge
amount of effort. It
means going to three
hours of practice every

day even if you are not
feeling well or are tired
from staying up late
studying the night be
fore. What people don't
understand is that ath
letes can never give up
because they would let
down their teammates
and coach, who are also
working as hard as they
can.
There is a lot of pres
sure on student athletes.
This pressure is not
only from the player's
teammates and coach, it
is from his or her fam
ily and teachers as well.
Some students who
don't know what it's
like to be a student ath
lete think that it is un
fair that sometimes ath
letes get special treat
ment from teachers, and
usually there is little
leeway from teachers

anyway. Other students
and, even some teach
ers need, to realize that
student athletes are re
ally trying as hard as
they can, which some
times is not enough.
Sometimes they do
need extra time to write
a paper or to finish an
assignment.
They
might not be able to
study for a test in the
amount of time given.
I'm not telling you to
give this extra time to
these athletes, I'm just
saying that some people
need to be more under
standing in what goes
on in an athlete's life.
Student athletes have
most of their time taken
up by their sport and
then they also have at
least 12 units to worry
about. After a three
hour long practice they

have to go home and
study. Some athletes
also have to work be
cause they don't have
enough scholarship
money and financial
aid to pay for their
school and living ex
penses. So, after they
practice, they go to
work, get home late
and then they have to
study after that.
Some people seem
to think that student
athletes are lazy and
try to take advantage
of the system, but
they really aren't.
They actually are
very hard workers,
trying to not only
please themselves,
but also their team
mates, coaches, par
ents, as well as their
teachers.

Cyber Warfare
States to its "a serious of
knees!
He has systematic at
Special to the
shut down the tacks" on its
Chronicle
world's economy,
computer systems
A mercenary wreaking global so ominous that
hacker sits in a havoc and chaos.
P r e s i d e n t
warehouse, in
A story our of Clinton has cre
some nameless a science fic ated two govern
developing coun tion movie? Not ment organizatry, typing way, anymore. Sena " tions to monitor
ignoring the tor John Glenn the threat of
ache in his back, warned, "We are cyber war and
the numbness is rapidly getting inform the pub
his fingers, the to the point lic of the dan
poor lighting; where we could ger. He has also
he is being well- conduct warfare appointed
a
paid.
His tar by dumping the "Terrorist Czar"
get, the stock- economic affairs to co-ordinate
market.
With a of a nation (via efforts to pre
final, confident computer net pare for cyber
keystroke David works ) . *
warfare, as re
has
slain
That point has ported in the
Goliath - bring come.
The Pen Times Newspaper
ing the United tagon considered Limited.
By Carol Spellacy

Cyber warf are ,
unlike
traditional war
fare, uses key
boards, viruses
and
"logic
bombs' instead
of tanks, mis
siles and bo^s
to disrupt or
destroy banking
systems, univer
sities, public
utilities, tran
spiration net
works and other
essential ser
vices.
It is
electronic con
flict, in which

"Warfare
Coatbiuedottifdge?

The
Wlnfer
Blues
By Donald Willis

Opinions Edior

Fof many people,
the winter season is
not a joyous time. It is
a time of memories of
those that have passed
on, tears, questions,
self-evaluation, loneli
ness, confusion, and
anxiety about the fu
ture. Winter depres
sion and stress can be
caused by many fac
tors: course finals, in
creased stress and fa
tigue, unrealistic ex
pectations, demands of
shopping, holiday
events, and the inabil
ity to be with one's
family. Emotional dis
appointments and
physical reactions
caused by fatigue and

stress during the Winter if they were split be
season cause many tween a "summer per
people to react to the son" and a "winter per
stress after the holidays son." Although a differ
have passed. Some ent kind of SAD can
people also suffer from
occur in the summer, its
Seasonal Affective Dis •most common form be
order (SAD), which re gins gradually in late
sults from fewer hours August or early Sep
of sunlight, as the days tember and continues
grow shorter during the until March or early
winter months.
April, when the symp
Seasonal Affective toms begin to dissipate.
Disorder (SAD) is an Sufferers have been
extreme form of the known to increase their
"winter blues," bring sleep by as many as four
ing lethargy and curtail hours a night and gain
ing normal functioning. more than 20 pounds as
It was only recently rec they attempt to "hiber
ognized as a specific nate" the winter away.
disorder, but since 1982
Research suggests
much has been learned that SAD may affect 11
about it, including
methods of treatment.
"Blues
People suffering from
SAD undergo extreme
Continued on page 14
differences in mood, as

CLAD/BCLAD Credential Program in Mexico
Earn a Multiple Subject Teaching Credential
in 13 months in Mexico & San Diego, CA
Student Teach in Mexican Schools!
Up to 1/3 of Costs Covered by Program!
Additional Financial Aid Available!
Program Dates:
June 20(X) - July 2(X)1

Application Deadline:
March 15,2000

Contact:
• Dr. Nena Torrez
Department of Elementary & Bilingual Education
(909) 880-7321
ntoiTez@wiley.csusb.edu

www.gateway.calstate.edu/CSUIENET/BCLAD
A project of the CSU, Sacramento Cros^ CuHnral Resource Center ''

Opinions
Page?
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Wanted:

Continued from page 6

People involved in the issues surrounding them and who are
wanting to let others know about them.
Please contact the Chronicle at (909 880-5289 and talk to one
of our Editors about writing for the paper.
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MUTUAL F UN D5

TR UST 5E R VIC E5

T U1T10 N FI NA N CI N G

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

iCa//u5for

.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities
(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

a free

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE TKR0U6H
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL
$102,068

$67,514

and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by

$41,232

taxes until you withdraw the funds.^ Add to Jthat TTAA-

$31,333

CREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our
comnxtment to keeping expenses low, and you have more
money working for you.

$13,052
$11,609
UYEARS

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire
INVEST AS LITTLE AS

ment today with tax-deferred

$25 a month
through an automatic
payroll plan^

SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'

nVEAiS

MVEARS

In this hypotlwtlial example,setting aside StOO a month
In a tax-deferred investment with an 8% retern ina
28S taxbracket shows better growth thanthe same
net amount put into a savings account.^

42-277
W W W.

tlaa-tref.or

1.Under fedetauaxlaw.withdrawabprioftoage 591/2 are su6jecttorestfictior«,andm^also be sobiMtoal<>*^rttoMlt^2.*~>TiW^
imiim of $10,500 per yeai.To fecew a perwrwliaed calculation of «ur maxmum corHr|^^callTIAA.CRW

?OOOTlAA<a»Ef 1/Oa
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information is
the asset to be
obtained.
The ''pros" to
cyber warfare,
if there are
any pros to
war, are its
bloodlessness,
its
modest ex
pense, its
s impli c i ty
and
its
ubiquitous
nature .
These rea
sons , how. ever, are a
great con
cern for the
countries
that
are
most vulner
able such as
the United
States and
Britain.
Although
considered
bloodless
from a mili
tary stand
point ,
a
cyber war
could yield
the
same
devastating
results to
civilians
that tradi
tional war
fare brings.
Consider the
"cost* of
disabling
hospitals,
b r i n g i n g
about
the
inability to
retrieve a
patient's
records or
the inabil
ity to use
the
vast
technologi
cal treat-

ment options
a v a i l a b l e .
Also, ponder the
catastrophic na
ture of disrupt
ing air-traffic
controlling sys
tems or railroad
guiding systems.
An additional
dilemma arising
from the use of
cyber warfare is
that it is eas
ily accessible
to anyone: ". .
. Cyber warfare
[is] the great
equa1i 2e r ,
a
cheap and effec
tive weapon for
any Third World
rogue or small
terrorist orga
nization wanting
to wage ware
against a super
power - cind win,"
states Matthew
Campbell in the
Times Newspaper
Limited.
Also, its
ubiquitous na
ture means re
taliation is
harder. The en
emy is unknown
and unseen - it
could be any
group of people.
"Information
warfare offers
of veil of ano
nymity to poten
tial attackers,"
states a report
by the US Defense
Science Board's
task force on
information war
fare. "Attackers
can hide in the
mesh of internetted systems.*
Another f a l l 
out from cyber
warfare is the
inability to se
cure informa
tion.
All in
formation on the
net is acces

sible - period.
The Pentagon re
ported that 65
percent of the
250,000 attempts
to break into
military com
puter networks
have succeeded.
These break-ins
are not just
multi-mil1ion
dollar nuisances
but
serious
breaches of the
security of sen
sitive and topsecret data.
A
f inal
problem is the
lack of regula
tion regarding
cyber warfare.
The Geneva Con
vention and the
"law of war" are
intended
to
regulate war in
terms of war
crimes, collat
eral damage and
indiscriminate
If a
attacks.
cyber war broke
out, identifica
tion of the war
criminals and
prosecution of
war crimes would
be virtually im
possible, due to
the autonomy of
the
Attackers and
the lack of leg
islation. " . .
. There is vir
tually no means
of regulations
the development
and application
of
suck
a
weapon," Russiawarned in an address to the
United Nations
secretary gen
eral on cyber
warfare.

•^Warfare
Continued on page 14
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By Bill Marshall III

Arts &Entertamment Editor

student audi
tions will be
held for two mu
sical theater
productions on
Monday, March
13. The CSUSB
Theater Arts de
partment needs
performers for
roles in **Joseph
and the Amazing
Technicolor
Dreamcoat" as
well as "Eastern
Standard."
Performers
must prepare 16
bars of any up
beat song from
musical theater
(no Sondheim,
please) .
A CD/
cassette player

orner

Marcella Flores

and live accom
panist will be
available.
The audition
will also re
quire a cold
reading o f a
section
of
"Eastern Stan
dard." Sign up
for five-minute
slots on the
callboard out
side room OA
138.
Community au
ditions for Jo
seph are set for
Wednesday, March
15 from 5:00
p.m. to • 11:00
p.m.
All auditions
will be held in
the Creative
Arts Building.
Call 880-^89'2
for more infor
mation.

Ame of

Green Gables

Pretty in Pink

Myfesha Robinson

St. Pat's with The Fenians
By Stacey Fullwiler

Copy Editor

Don't forget every
one, St. Patrick's Day
Is March 17 (next Fri
day!), and you know
what
that
nfieans.-.okay BE
SIDES
green
beer..The Fenians at
The Galaxy Concert
Theatre in Santa Ana!
Advance tickets are
$12.50, $15 at the
door. I warn you
though, every time
The Fenians have
played the Galaxy,
the shows sold out.

Cyn Connor

Movie:

til midnight. Now I've
told you once and I've
told you twice; if
you're thinkin' o'
missin' this, well, are
you men, or are you
mice? (I've come up
with worse...but not
much.)
For tickets and infonnation, please call
the Galaxy at (714)
957-0600, or check
out their website at
www.gaiaxylheatie.com.
Information and tick
ets can also be found
at The Fenians'
w e b s i t e ,

www.thefenians.com.
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The
Miseducotion
o f Lauryn Hill

Hm Fun or Get Out!
Aside from The
Fenians, the Galaxy
is also hosting pipe
bands, Irish dancers,
Finn MacCool, Rick
Boyle,
"Grafton
Street Marketplace,"
which is a mini Irish
mall, plus other
bands to be an
nounced.
The
Fenians are sched
uled to play from 5 to
7 PM, and again from
9:30
PM
to
rnidnis(t...apprDxrTately
(remember, it's St.
Patrick's day). St.
Pat's at the Galaxy
will run from 2 PM
Friday afternoon un
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Aries:(3/21-4/20)
You may want to rush
ahead this week but find
something holding you
back. You may as well
finish your unfinished
business, including last
minute papers. Let ne
cessity take precedence
over frivolity.
Taurus:(4/21-5/20)
This is a good week
for pioneering new ter
ritory or starting those
school-related projects.
At the moment, it may
seem as though there
isn't a difference be
tween who you are and
what you want. So the
question is whether
you'll be satisfied or if
you'll still want more.

Geinini:(5/21-6/20)
Issues concerning
money or shared re
sources may arise this
week. If you can get
through the next few
days, your performance
rating will soar in your
personal life. If you've
exhausted all your op
tions for the moment,
take a much-needed
break with your new
fling.
Cancer:(6/21-7/20)
You may find your
self torn between your
classes and career obli
gations this week.
Think, compromise,
and try to be openminded. It may help to
look at a passionate dis
pute with cold practical

ity. This moment of
stress could give birth to
greatness.
Leo:(7/2I-8/20)
Although you may
have some problems in
teracting with people
the next couple days,
the issues could be
trivial and not worth es
calating into a full-scale
war. Try to think about
the feelings of others
now and worry about
your own ego another
time.
Virgo:(8/21-9/20)
It's going to be a
good week! Implement
new ideas and projects,
particularly if they in
volve some form of cre
ativity. A solid business
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o n ne c t i o n
Yo La Tengo
3/13-Los Angeles
@ El Rey Theater
George Qinton 8f Parliament/Funkadelic
.3/14-San Diego
@4th&B

t

Big
3/15-Los Angeles' 'W
@ UCLA
3/16-Los Angeles ^
@ Loyola Morymount Univer

Aaeeaitor

3/16-Los Angeles
@ Staples Center

Maya Angelou
3/17-San Diego
@ Cox Arena
X
3/17-San Diego
@4th&B
Kiss/Ted Nugent/Skid Row
3/19-San Diego
@ San Diego Sports Arena

V)

s.
o

E

Melvlns
3/31-Los Angeles
@ El Rey Theater
decision comes from
knowledge of your suby ject. Romance is also in
the air.
Libra:(9/21-l0/20)

Your focus this week
may be on the home
I front, even if you have
an unhappy history with
family members or long
time acquaintances.
Avoid sabotaging the
potential gain since
your temper may be on
a hair trigger.
Scorpio;(10/21-ll/
20)

Your ambitions could
I run high, and you may
I not have a problem tell
ing everyone all about
them. You may find that
Mothers in a position of,
*

power or authority
smile upon you, grant
you a permit,or give,
you the funding that
you need. You'll work
well with others since
communication will be
clear and easy.
Sagittarius:(ll/21-

12/20)
Money and posses
sions will be the topics
of the week. You may
feel somewhat earthbound and not as freespirited as usual. On the
positive side, school
work, projects, and ca
reer moves aren't as
daunting as usual. In
your social life, there
are some things that
might be best kept hid
den.

fo
f
S f o pJ

By Bill Marshall

Mdhoh Corey

>_Q

"Weird
Al"
Yankovic's mu
s i c - p a r o d y
shtick may be
funny, but it
doesn't inspire
long road-trips
to see him in
concert.
Fortunately
for
all
you
c l o s e t
Yankovites who
adore Al but
haven' t made the
trek to LA or San
Diego to catch
him, Al wi 11
bring his trade
mark sense of
humor and a sur
prisingly good
band right to
your doorstep.
Yankovic will

anced.

Capricorn:(12/21-l/
20)

You may find your
self under the spotlight
and in the position to
impress someone in au
thority. Your ambition
and staying power will
propel you over the
rough spots, onward
into the glorious un
known. Enjoy the admi
ration and inspiration.

Aquarius:(l/21-2/
20)
You may experience
some restrictions that
you weren't at all ex
pecting this week. Clut
ter and distraction will
ultimately delay you the
next couple days, so re
lax and try to keep bal

Pisces:2/21-3/20)
Someone may
protect or defend
you in some way not in the hope of
having the favor re. paid, but only to see
justice served.- All
your questions will
soon be answered
and you may find the
thread of continuity
that you dropped a
few weeks ago, and
realize that the situ
ation is much better
than you imagined.
Make room in your
plans for others
••Horoscopes are
for entertainment
purposes only**

'^y \

be coming
to
the
Coussoulis
A r e n a ,
CSUSB's
4141seat
hall, on
June 3 .
Tickets
are al
r e a d y
available
e Xc 1 u sively to
C S U S B
students.
Ticket sales
open to the pub
l i c March 13, s o
be sure to order
early for best
seats.
Prices
(including ser
vice fees) are:
$31.00
Gold
Circle (no dis
counts) , $26.00
reserved seat-

Photo by Johhny Buzzerio

"Weird Al" Yankovic
ing, $23.00 gen
eral admission.
A l l CSUSB s t a f f ,
faculty, stu
dents and alumni
association mem
bers will re
ceive a $2.00

discount in the
reserved and
general admis
sions sections
per valid ID.
For more infor
mation call 8807360.

"A MAGICAL, MUSICAL,
ANIMATEDDovidMASTERPIECE!
Shcekqn, CIS'TV
"TAHTASU 2000' INTRODUCFS SmN New MUSICAL
MOVLMENTS WHILE KEEPING 'THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE.'

Two Thumbs Up!"

^ 4tiA

R^, EUrl ond Hor., KM.I... ROGH CRCRt S THE MOVIE^^|||P:

f
T H E

2000

IMAX E X P E R I E N C E *

.f«h«IOOO.«
•( 'i:k li'.rHs

M • 'i

•(-•Ai' ix' :iis:\[

^^I^EDWARDS IMAX' THEATRES
•VM
OHTUK)
VALRKU
UukdslinAi
locpd aim IW
LoaMd «l Aqic MMPn ftaj. (
5 140S Met in Oniy Ca«l|t hlO t l-IS ant* Oiriina
tmCntolMN
(U4) 3}2-IMA>
|ie«) ni-UUI
(M«) 292-UUI
9:30a«. Il:30«t>. I:30pin.
7:30|»,
A, A DISK!MAI'mTHaTKOIULCirT(8-51(IEpPMC«piOr
1 l:30om, l;30pin. 3;30fm, S;30pm. 7;30pm (9:30pii>, fri/Sal onl|f)

®lM*»CO»OR»IIOH
N' I N i

AI1-!L •••••

fANTASIA 2000
IMAX THEATRt
lOSMKlia
•OWRIDMWIIESCiMTH
Hmid lEj^i laiEwsj ,1 40S
(WtAlkEM
9:30<iin, IltXWii.
2:30pin. SOO^, 7:30Mn
{9:4Spn Fri/Sol only)
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''The Next Best iknf is
ohy...Bad...Good.
Summary of "The NeXt
Abbie (Madonna)
and Robert (Rupert
Everett) are best friends
with much in common
- a joyful, unconven
tional approach to life,
quick wit and intelli
gence, an endearing
impulsiveness... and
miserable luck in love.
They would make the
perfect couple, but one
thing prevents them
from looking to each
other for romance Robert is gay. A day

By Katherina
Seigworth

Executive Eaitor
The crux of the prob
lem between Robert
and Abbie in "The Next
Best Thing," is, in es
sence, one that most
male/female
best
friends &ce in life: what
do you do when the two
of you have been to
gether for a long time
and suddenly someone
else comes along and
changes one of you?
Do you take them to
court? Not very often
in life, but then again,
we are talking about
Tinseltown. When it

By Jeremiah
Newhouse

Managing Editor
Many people go
through life denying
situations that occur in
their lives. Dealing
with a gay or bisexual
child is one of them.
One example of such
denial in t^e ni^ovje
"ThiNekf Be^tTliW^'

Thiug'

comes, however, when
too many cocktails and
a twist of fate take them
to a new level of inti
macy, and suddenly
they're parents. A
whole new world opens
up for them, and for the
sake of their child, Sam
(played by newcomer
Malcolm Stumpf),
Abbie and Robert de
cide to live together as
a family.Theirs may not
be the perfect family,
but it is the next best

thing. "The Next Best
Thing" stars Rupert
Everett and Madonna,
and is directed by Acad
emy Award winner
John Schlesinger, from
a screenplay by Thomas
Ropelewski. The film
also stars Benjamin
Bratt, Michael Vartan,
Josef
Sommer,
Malcolm Stumpf, Neil
Patrick Harris and Lynn
Redgrave.
Tom
Rosenberg,
Leslie
Dixon and Linne

Radmin are the produc
ers, and Gary Lucchesi,
Ted Tannebaum and
Lewis Manilow are the
executive producers for
the film.
Marcus
Viscidi and Richard S.
Wright are the co-pro
ducers. "The Next Best
Thing" is a Lakeshore
Entertainment produc
tion and is distributed
by Paramount Pictures,
which is part of the en
tertainment operations
of Viacom Inc.

comes to the issue of
best friends for life, we
promise that nothing
will come between that
friendship, not even
love or true love. But
even though we make
those promises, very
often they aren't kept.
The love between
fiiends and their lovers
often breeds conflict,
but never more so when
it is between two
friends who are of the
opposite sex. While I
have to admit that Rob
ert (Rupert Everett) and
Abbie (Madonna) do
not have a conventional
friendship, the same
applies because of their

one night together.
Since Robert is gay, we
aren't tortured with the
plot line of one best
friend falling for the
other and being re
jected, but we are pre
sented with an unusual
situation. One that just
continues to get
stranger, yet sweeter, as
the movie progresses. I
have to admit that un
derneath everything, I
am a romantic and a
sap, so I did cry several
times during the movie.
The pain that these two
friends put themselves
through is heartbreak
ing. No one should
have to experience that.

and if you ever have,
you know how hard and
depressing it can be.
But the story ended on
a melancholy note. It
wasn't resolved in the
movie, but was in the
epilogue. All in all it
was a good sentimental
movie that discussed
the bonds of friendship,
love and the depth of
hurt that can be felt
when one true best
fhend betrays or holds
back from another. So
if you're in mood for a
sweet, sentimental
movie that eventually
turns out well, then I
recommend seeing
"The Next Best Thing.''

is the varied reaction that suggests they do
between parents dealing not love them. If they
with a gay child. loved their child, as in
Robert's
(Rupert the mother's case, it
Everett) mother knows would not matter what
about and accepts his their child did; they
lifestyle, however his should love them any
father tries to deny it by way.
I enjoyed the movie
rejecting his son be
as
a
whole, and felt that
cause he is gay. It is
it
was
more than worth
interesting to me how a
my
.tjiji?^
. 1. ^m. still,
parent can treat,their .
child in s^ch a-n^anner bothered by Ae truthslt

discussed, such as the
prejudice of the court
system, when Robert's
lawyer states, "the fact
that you are gay doesn't
help your case." 1 per
sonally am not gay, yet
I feel that no matter
what my own personal
lifestyle happens to be,
1 have no right to judge
, son\eope, ql§e,., ,
^Thc .Rtqvje ,"Thc.

By Jennifer Lynn
Thierry

Design Editor

"The Next Best
Thing" is too sur
real. While the de
piction of the hard
ships and discrimi
nation of the homo
sexual and lesbian
community is bru
tally realistic, the
outrageous portrayal
of Robert and
Abbie's
"court
battle" is hardly be
lievable.

Next Best Thing" also
deals with the bond of
friendship, as well as
how much a person can
be hurt by the betrayal
of that bond. When
Abbie (Madonna) takes
off with their child, Sam
(Malcolm Stumpf).
Robert is crushed and
willing to use any
«means at his disposaj,.
^ including^ bringing >an

The only high point is
Neil Patrick Harris' per
formance as David.
Though David is not a
prominent character, his
side story moved me.
As one of Abbie and
Robert's close friends,
David finds comfort af
ter the loss of his lover
to AIDS. The funeral
scene depicts the realis
tic denial some families
go through over their
homosexual children.
David says toAbbie and
Robert, "Thank you for
coming. 1 feel as if I am
crashing my own boy
friends
funeral."

old boylriend into the
custody battle, to gain
joint custody. But in
the end, everything
turns out fine and the
extended family is re
united. 1 would rec
ommend this movie
for anyone, not just
because it is funny, but
because it teaches a
lessqn tp.anypne vybQ,
is wijling to< learn; > -

Throughout the film,;
few more scenes sfc
David taking pills in|
attempt to slow do
the inevitable, his
death from the dise
Of all the political t
ics addressed in t
filmi having no rights
the life or death ofy*
significant other
sadly realistic. Theparii
ents in the film denial'
their son's way of life'
the point where they no
only said he died
pneumonia, but ah
threw David out oft!
shared home, leav'
him to have to
new home.
This film disa"
pointed me over-"
but the few g(
points at least ma"'
bearable. Howe
after seeing the
tion of my frie'
while 1 watched
film, I realized
had different vie
from me, which
quite enlightening,'
well as annoying.
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NCAA TOURNEY TIME
Chris Walenta

jrts Editor

litis the greatest time
Iwar. It is March and
i)Mi know what that
IS. It is March
ess time. T-minus
[days and counting
Wection Sunday"
re many prayers
' be answered and
[.^ i||iy dreams will be
There are many
tion to be answered
cry little time, so
I jump right in and
[>ur feet wet. Who
I ^ ^and who is out. The
tiiPquestion that needs
answered is who
fourth number
eed? As it stands,
in^ree other number
i^n4||seeds will probably
.'iKincinatti, Stanford,
iiajDuke. The race for
[fourth number one
Iseems to have been
rowed down to
ligan State and>
'•'•oState. Thegeneral
ensus is that who

ever goes deeper into
the Big Ten tournament
will probably get the
seed. Some people may
argue that Arizona or
Temple will get the
seed, but recent losses
by both teams have
pushed them from con
tention. Now to look at
some of the bubble
teams who hope that by
Sunday they will be
dancing in the NCAA
tournament's "Big
Dance". ACC: Duke,
Maryland, North Caro
lina, and Virginia
should get in due to the
fact that the con
ference is
still

laed
high.

Many
are saying
that Virginia will get
in because of its confer
ence play and its big
win over (# 14 RPI
ranked) Maryland on
Saturday. But Virginia
has a low RPI ranking

(#71) so I am going to
say that they are not go
ing to get in. A-10:
Temple and Dayton are
locks because of their
great records and RPI
ratings (Temple # 9, and
Dayton #41) but for all
of you out there that
want to see St.
Bonaventure get in,
keep on praying and
hope they go far in the
A-10 conference. Big
East: Syracuse,
Connecticut,
S t .

Jdn'^
Seton Mali,
and Miami will
get in. 'Nova and Notre
Dame won't get in,
sorry, the RPI is there
for Villanova (# 42) but
Notre Dame (#57)
doesn't have a chance.
Keep hoping in Philly
all you Wildcat fans.
Big Ten: Michigan

State, Ohio State,
Purdue, Indiana, and Il
linois are in. I really
want to see Wisconsin
make it only because I
loved seeing them beat
Bobby Knight and Indi
ana last weekend and I
think their defense is
good enough to win
tournament
games. I
4iink

i f
they go
kind of deep
into the conference
tournament they have a
chance to get into the
dance. Big Twelve:
Iowa State, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma State, Texas,
and Kansas are in. Mis
souri should get in be
cause they are 10-6 in
the conference and their
RPI (# 32) is high
enough for them to get
in. I think they are in
on Sunday. Conference

USA: Cincinnati is in
for sure. I also agree
that DePauI and Louis
ville will get in thanks
to their RPI rankings (#
33 for Depaul
and # 26 for
Lou-

1 s v .i I 1 e ) .
MAC: Kent is a
lock to get in and this
conference will send
one other team this year.
Will it be Bowling
Green or Marshall?
Bowling Green only be
cause its RPI is much
higher (# 54 as com
pared to Marshall's
#100). MVC: RPI #60
Creighton wins and get
ting their automatic
berth puts a scare into
the rest of the teams
hoping to dance. Indi
ana State and South
West Missouri State
should be in because of

their RPI rating (#38 for
SW Missouri State and
for Indiana
# 46
State).
Moun
tain

Utah is a
lock to get in,
but why? Every paper
I read says they are in,
but they have been slid
ing into the conference
tournament and if they
lose in the first round
watch out. I think
UNLV has done enough
to get into the tourna
ment, but winning the
conference tournament
on their home floor
wouldn't hurt. Pac-10:
Stanford, Arizona and
Oregon are locks to get
in. You might as well
throw UCLA into that
mix, especially since
they beat Stanford last
weekend and are riding
their emotional high
from that game. It
doesn't hurt that every

one in America is on
their bandwagon now
either. SEC: LSU, Ten
nessee, Florida, Au
burn,
Kentucky,
Vanderbilt are the teams
that should make it, but
watch for Auburn to
bow out early if they
don't have Chris Porter
back in time for the
dance. The team to
watch
here
is
Vanderbilt, they are
young and exciting.
WAC: Tulsa and Fresno
State are locks to get in.
Fresno State is in be
cause of their RPI rank
ing (# 36) and because
they swept the season
series from Tulsa who
has a great RPI ranking
(# 22). West Coast:
Gonzaga is back and
they are in. Look for
the team they beat in the
championship game,
Pepperdine, to probably

"UlallysUlorld
Continue to page U

World Famous Harlem
Globetrotters Rock CSUSB
^ Lance Cook
^ff Writer
The
Harlem
" [jbctrotters have been
iijeling the world
1926, providing
i;And excitement for
q of all ethnic backnds. Saturday
,Coussoulis Arena
{^Red the Globetrotters
they didn't disapt. With hysterical

t

pranks on the spectators mascot, got the crowd
and the referee, and energized. With back
fabulous displays of flips and dancing,
basketball trickery, it Globie had the fans on
made for a one of a kind their feet and into cheer
experience. Thousands ful spirits. As game time
fans
packed approached, the oppos
of
Coussoulis Arena in an- ing team, the New York
ticipation
of the Nationals, came on the
"magic" that is Harlem floor. Being the "bad
Globetrotter basketball. guys", they were intro
Even before the red, duced amidst a chorus
white, and blue clad of boos. Then it was
Globetrotters took-the • •time . for
th«- •
'
^oor.Globie.'thetedril'S ' ' Gldbetrbftirf

tions. Each globetrotter
had a dance he would
perform after his intro
duction, which told
their individual charac
ters. After the introduc
tions, it was time for the
warm-ups, which are
unlike any other. The
Globetrotters formed a
circle, and to the music
of "Sweet Georgia
Brown," each player
got a few minutes in the
ceitter to demdnstfate

their skills. For in
stance, Reggie"Regula
tor" Phillips put on a
fabulous display of bas
ketball trickery. Reggie
rolled the ball up and
down his arms, off his
legs, basically all over
his body, to the delight
of the crowd. Not hav
ing changed much since
the early days of the
Harlem Globetrotters,
the games are systemati
cal^^efiip.'Eabftqlidr- '

ter is 10 minutes in
length, the first 5 min
utes are actual playing,
nothing staged. Paul
"Showtime" Gaffney
then enters the game
and creates all sorts of
havoc. Gaffney got un
der the referee's skin by
interacting with the
fans, also by comment
ing on the referee's
baldness. For example,
one time Gaffney took
a WOfnah's ^ilrse 'ahd'

gave it to a player on the
other team. The player
acted as if he didn'f
know what was going
on and tried to give it
back to Gaffney. Also,
when Showtime en
tered
the
game,
"showtime" best de
scribed the play of the
Globetrotters. They

-GlobeTrotters
Conttnuetopapoji^^
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End Of An Era
By Chris Walenta

Sports Baiter

It was a sad week in
"Beantown" for Bruins
fans. Actually, it was a
sad week for hockey
fans from all around,
except in Colorado. On
Tuesday evening, the
Boston Bruins traded
defenseman
Ray
Bourque to the Colo
rado Avalanche and
ended his 21-year play
ing career in Boston.
Ray Bourque wanted to
win'the Stanley Cup
before he is done play
ing. He also wanted to
finish his career in BosJop. ,When it became

clear he wouldn't be
able to do both,
Bourque asked to be
traded to a contender,
and the Bruins accom
modated him Monday
by dealing him to the
Colorado Avalanche.
Bourque immediately
moves up in the NHL
standings: Boston is out
of the playoff race,
dropping to 19-30-17
with Monday's 5-1 loss
to Ottawa, while the
Avalanche are seventh
in the Western Confer
ence with a 31-27-10
record after Tuesday's
win at Calgary. "I
haven't been satisfied
by how I've been play
ing this year and I think

a challenge like a
Stanley Cup run will
bring the best out of
me. I sure hope it
does," said Bourque.
Bourque is in the
last year of his con
tract, and he has not
said whether he
wants to be back for
another team. That
means this could be
his last chance to
have his name on the
Cup. "I will always
be a Bruin," says
Bourque. Ray, all of
Boston is going to
miss ya. Good luck
with the rest of the
season and in the
playoffs.

Porter Unlikely
To Be Reinstated
By Chris Walenta

Sports Baiter

As reported last week
in Wally's World, Au
burn star Chris Porter
continues to be ineli
gible to play for the Au
burn Tigers. And it ap
pears it is going to stay
that way. On Wednes
day, the NCAA refused
to restore the eligibility
of Porter, who said he
took $2,500 to help his
mother financially, not
knowing it was being
routed from an agent.
Coach Cliff Ellis said
Auburn
University
would appeal, in hopes
the senior forward can
return to the team for the
postseason. Auburn
plays Friday in the
Southeastern Confer
ence tournament and the
team expects to b^e in

vited to the NCAA with the
Tournament. "I am dis N C A A
appointed for Chris and recoihdisappointed for our mending
team, but we are going a fourg a m e
to go through the ap
peals process," Ellis penalty,
said. "Our hopes are w h i c h
that Chris' cooperation w o u l d
will be considered." include
According to the news the first
reports. Porter got the game of
$2,500 after meeting the SEC
with Nate Cebrun of tourna
Las Vegas, a middle ment. A
man for sports agents, decision
and that an investiga on that
tion has determined has yet
Cebrun was working to come
for a registered sports b a c k
agent when he had the from the
money sent to Porter NCAA.
The wait
through a money order
contin
to an Auburn grocery
ues for
store. The name of the
sports agent has not P o r t e r
and the
been disclosed. Aubum
''Tigers.
filed a reports Mpnday

Coyotes Hoadod Tt
NCAA Tournament
By Chris Walenta

Sports Baiter

The Coyotes will
begin their defense of
the NCAA West Re
gion crown in Seattle
this Thursday, March
9 at 5:30 pm.
Seeded third in the
West Region, the
Coyotes will face the
number six seed, the
Cal State, Los Ange
les golden Eagles.
The Coyotes swept
the season series
from the Golden
Eagles. The winner of
that game will face
the number two seed,
Central Washington
at 5:30 pm on Friday
night. The winners of
Friday's games will

meet in the West Re
gion Championship
game on Saturday
night at 7 pm. All Coy
ote
tournament
games will be broad
cast on KUOR Radio
{89.1 FM). The West
Region Rankings go
as follow: 1. Seattle
Pacific 2. Central
Washington 3. Cal
State, San Bernar
dino 4. U.C. Davis 5.
BYU Hawaii 6. Cal
State, Los Angeles.
Good luck Coyotes in
your conquest to
wards the champion
ship. Next issue,
Sports Information
Manager Bill Gray will
be writing up a com
plete recap of the
weekend in Seattle,
Washington.

iSJj I

2000 Baseball ScheduleBi
Fri. March 10
Sat. March 11
Sun. March 12

@ U.C.
2:00 p.m.'"4
@ U.C. Davis^J'
12:00 p.m.(Ci^ie

@U.C. DaviSTl^

12:00 p.m.
Tue. March 14

V. AzusaPacii^i'^

5:00 p.m.
Sat. March 18

V. U.C. R.

7:00 p.m.
Sun. March 19

@ U.C. Ri

1:00 p.m.
Wed. March 22

V. Cal Bapi

2:30 p.m.
Sat. March 25

@ U.C. R.

7:00 p.m.
Sun. March 26

V. U.C. R.

1:00 p.m.

Do you like sports? If so, contact
The Chronicle at 880-5289

University of La Verne

Are you thinking
about Law School?
Applications are being accepted
Financial Aid and Scholarships Available
''tt::''

• V'

College of Law
909.596.1848
WWW^

• Day & Evening Progrc
Accredited by the Committee of Bar Examiners (^|

F
:ia

it

10'

State Bar of California and the Western Associat
... of Schools and i

lo
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NHL Playoff Race Heats Up
(Cutler Fetherston

Staff Writer

Vho's the best
an in the National
i|key League this
;(?? Some might
that the New JerDevils are the
ingest club, others
{ht speculate that
)uis is having its
season ever,
re are those who
I the echoes from
^spring and would
I that the Dallas
IS are still the team
beat. Now is the
e of year when the
L's best strive to
ive that they've got
.istuff to go all the

i

Vith just about 15
nes left on the
edule, the NHL's

elite are pushing and
shoving their way into
playoff position. The
surprising St. Louis
Blues have the inside
track on the President's
trophy with 93 points
and have their attention
focused on being the
best in the Western
Conference. Competi
tion for the top spot in
the West is coming
from division rival De
troit who is five points
behind 'in the stand
ings. The loser of the
Central Division race
will fall to a meager 4'^
seed in the playoffs, the
2"'' and 3"' seeds will
most likely go to Dal
las and Colorado.
Occupying the 5'*'
seed will probably be
the Phoenix Coyotes
followed most likely

by the Los Angeles
Kings, the Edmonton
Oilers and finally the
San Jose Shades. Colo
rado and Edmonton are
tied in the Northwest
Division, but with the
acquisition of Ray
Bourque the Avalanche
seem to have the edge.
The Calgary Flames
and the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks as of to
day are on the outside
looking in. These two
squads are highly un
derrated, don't be sur
prised if the no name
Flames beat out the
Sharks or the Oilers for
either the 7* or the 8*
spot.
Despite a mild slump
of late, the Devils are
still tops in the East
with 89 points. The
Toronto Maple Leafs

are favorites to win the
Northeast division over
Ottawa and claim the
number 2 spot with 84
points. In the South
east, the Washington
Capitals are neck-andneck with the Florida
Panthers. The Caps
have a 2-point lead
over their Floridian ri
vals and they trail the
Leafs by 2 points for
the 2"^ seed in the East.
Philadelphia has an
outside chance of
catching the Devils for
the Atlantic Division
' lead, but they trail by 8
points and Flyers fans
can't expect the Devils
to keep losing the way
they did last week. As
of now, the Flyers
would be the 4* seed,
followed by the Pan
thers as the 5"" seed, the

Ottawa Senators as the
6*, the Pittsburgh Pen
guins as the 7* and the
New York Rangers in
the S*** spot.
Darkhorse playoff
contenders in the East
include the Montreal
Canadians,
who
havebeen playing ex
tremely well of late,
the Carolina Hurri
canes who seem to
have lost some mo
mentum, and the Buf
falo Sabres. Unfortu
nately for the Sabres,
their captain Michael
Peca was recently in
jured and will miss the
remainder of the regu
lar season, leaving
Buffalo an unlikely
candidate for the
postseason. Montreal
could be the team to
bump either the Rang-

! What's Your Next
? STEP?
Take a step toward success at Avery Dennison, a
Fortune 500 company and worldwide leader in the
office products industry. We are seeking the following
capable professionals.

PART TIME WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATES
lEnsuring efficient order processing, you will coordinate our picking, shipping and auditing. Duties
so include performing receiving, storage and replenishment activities. Requires a team player with
HS diploma and at least 6 months warehouse experience, including order processing and shipping
notions. The ability to operate material handling equipment, such as walkie rides and forklifts, is a
1^. You must be familiar with radio frequency equipment and processing orders.

Please send or fax your resume and cover letter, including
ialary history, to:
Avery Dennison Office Products North Annerica
Utn: Human Resources
0721 Jasmine Street, Fontana, CA 92337
ax (909) 428-7369.
lo phone calls, please. EOE.

a

AVERY
DENNISON

ers or the struggling
Penguins for one of the
final playoff berths.
This is how the NHL
playoff picture is com^
ing into focus, but who
has the focus to go the
distance? Last years
champs the Stars have
been plagued by inju
ries all season, and if
they can get some of
their key players
healthy they could
make another title run.
However, last years
champs have lost some
of their hunger and I
don't think they have
what it takes to get the
job done this year. The
Blues are for real,
there's no question
about that, but do they
have the experience to
win the cup? I don't
think so. St. Louis'
skilled players aren't
tough enough and their
role players aren't
skilled enough.
The Avalanche made
waves this week in the
NHL by getting some
veteran talent but I
don't think they have
the grit and determina
tion to win the cup. So
who is going to repre
sent the Westem Con
ference in the Stanley
Cup Finals? The De
troit Red Wings will
outlast their opponents
with their depth and
their experience. Don't
forget that the Wings
won back to back cups
just two years ago, and
on paper their team is
even better this year
with Chelios and
Dushesne as their 2'^
defensive pairing be
hind proven playoff
studs Lidstrom and
Murphy.
The Eastern Con
ference also has four
teams who are very ca
pable of bringing home
Lord Stanley's Cup.
Last year the Devils
had the number one

seed and were bounced
out of the playoffs in
the first round. Don't
look for history to re
peat itself. New Jersey
is much more talented
and has more depth
than they did last year.
Philadelphia looks
tough after acquiring
Keith Primeau,but
goaltending
has
plagued the Flyers in
the playoffs in recent
years. The Maple Leafs
have a good chance at
making a run for the
cup if goaltender Curtis
Joseph stays hot. Mats
Sundin is as good as
any center in the game
today and he has plenty
of veteran skill around
him. Washington has
been one of the hottest
teams in the league
since the all-star break
and they show no signs
of cooling off. Ollie
Kolzig is as solid as any
goalie in the NHL, and
if the Leafs and Devils
falter in the early
rounds look for the
Caps to head for a
rematch of the 1998
Cup finals versus De
troit.
The NHL's final four,
come this spring,
should look a little
something like this:
Detroit versus Dallas in
the West, and New Jer
sey versus Toronto in
the East. Ultimate
hockey glory will be
achieved sometime in
early June as one team
will
hoist
Lord
Stanley's Cup for the
first time in this
raillenium. The play
offs are a long and gru
eling road and barring
any major injuries 1
predict that the Red
Wings will beat out the
Maple Leafs, in alloriginal six finals, four
games to two. But of
course, that's why they
play the games.

The Rest of the Story
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Continued from page5
their name and rank,
and a final line, "Mil>
lennium Edition" with
the number of the
card. The backside of
the card gives the
name of the officer, a
brief history of the of
ficer, a safety tip, and
the webpage of the
police department.
The brief history
given on each officer
can vary from how
long they been with
the police department
to what their favorite
food is. It is hoped
these cards are
hoped provide a
sense of friendship as
well as security
among the faculty,
students, and the po
lice department.
There are also two
baseball cards in the
collection ^at give in
sight on the "Escort
Service" and the
"Rape Aggression
Defense" class. The
programs are pro
vided for the commu
nity and these cards
make it possible for
individuals to become
more acquainted with
them. So, before
you go out and spend
a nice shiny penny for
a card that may lose
its value the next day,
go talk to a police of
ficer and ask them for
their priceless card.
They will be happy to
give you one, along
with their "famous"
autograph.

Chronicles Staffs picks
for the tournament and
a bracket for you to
keep track with. Good
luck out there to all of
you, and I hope all of
your teams make it in to
the "Big Dance".

"GlobeTrotters
Continued from page 11

would pass the ball at a
rapid pace, usually end
ing the sequence with
an electrifying dunk. At
half time, a dog-racing
contest stirred up al
most as much excite
ment as the actual
Globetrotters. Two
teams of five dogs raced
for tennis balls. All of
the dogs had blinding
speed and were exciting
to watch. As the game
wound down to the fi
nal few seconds,
"Showtime" Gafney,
really the star of the
show, nailed his famous
half-court behind-thehead shot to put a cap
on the evening. The
Harlem Globetrotters
have touched the hearts
of more than 100 mil
lion fans in 150 coun
tries through the years.
They are best known as
heroes to the young
children who look up to
them.
Bacari
Alexander, one of the
Globetrotters, had this
to say about what
makes a hero, "One
who leads by example,
knows the difference
between right and
wrong and teaches that
to others." This holds
true for each and every
Globetrotter. By the
way, the final score,
which was somewhat
"UlaUys World
lost amongst all of the
Continued from page 11 hoopla, was 80-57,
Globetrotters.
get some consideration.
Watch for them to sneak
-T-Rex
in to the big dance.
Well, look for the pair
Continued from page3
ings to come out on
"Selection Sunday" and side of a T-Rex.
start to fill out your Brochu also ex
brackets. Next issue plained that Sue
wewill have a special is- the most mainsert containing the* tuare X-Rex to be

found. The fos
s i l i s 90 per
cent complete.
Sue ' s remains
are around 60 to
65 million years
old, are about 42
f e e t long and
depending on the
c r e a t u r e ' s
stance,
and
around 15 to 20
feet t a l l .
Ac
cording
to
Brochu, scien
t i s t s disagree
on Sue's gender.
Sue i s currently
being studied a t
the
Chicago
Field Museum and
i s set to go on
display in May
2000.

firm, cold grip of cyber
domination? The an
swer, my friends, is
simple; you simply have
to. There is no escape.
The conclusion to
this article has been
mysteriously scrambled
by the O.S. and is irre
trievable. The staff at
the Chronicle apologize
for any inconvenience
this may have caused.
All attempts to retrieve
this portion of the
author's text were met
with an error message
that read simply, "Your
system is not support."

"Blues

Continued from page 6
"Rliue

Continued from page 4
9000 refused to give up
control, much like Win
dows 2000.
If you take the time
to ponder the character
istics of Windows you
will find it is a lot like a
living entity. It has its
own vinis scan that pro
tects it from harmful
computer "viruses" and
utilizes utilities referred
to as "doctors" that help
maintain the efficiency
and integrity of the ac
tual O.S. All of these
elements point to one
irreconcilable conclu
sion: Windows is alive.
Only an actual living
entity can drive the
people who interact
with it to extreme acts
of violence and may
hem. Take for example
the recent increase in
people committing
CPU homicide. We've
all seen the hidden cam
era videos of that frus
trated cubicle worker
who, after seeing one
too many error mes
sages, proceeds to beat
the living hell out of
their computer termi
nal. So what does one
do to regain control of
theirlive^and avoid(the

million people in the
United States each
year, and that an addi
tional 25 million suffer
a milder form that is in
deed called the winter
blues. Four times as
many women suffer
from SAD as men, and
it tends to run in fami
lies. As might be ex
pected, geographical
location plays the larg
est role in susceptibil
ity to SAD; the nearer
one lives to one of the
poles, the greater the
incidence. People in
Canada or the northern
United
States
are eight

times
more
likely to
suffer

from
S A D
t h a n
those
living in
sunny,
south
ern ar
eas like
Florida
o
r
Mexico.

The
follow
ing are
sugges
tions to

it e b p

identify and cope with
winter depression and
stress: set realistic ex
pectations for the win-ter season, prioritize the
most important activi
ties, and be realistic
about what you can and
cannot do. Don't com
pare today to the "good
old days"; each season
is different and can be
enjoyed in different
ways. Create new tradi
tions such as cooking
exotic seasonal dishes
or playing music from
different parts of the
world. Associate with
positive and supportive
people who validate
and affirm your feel
ings. Volunteering your
time to help others is
another way to focus
your energy on getting
through the winter
blues. Don't spend all
your time, energy, and
money on school, fam
ily and friends - set
aside time for yourself.
The Psychological
Counseling Center of
fers free, confidential
counseling and other in
formation to CSUSB
students, and is open for
scheduling appoint
ments. For more infor
mation on Seasonal Af
fective Disorder and to
sign up for an appoint
ment, please contact the

We teach

center at (909)-8805040. The winter season
often brings our losses
into focus and the holi
day season does not
mean that feelings of
loss, sadness, and lone
liness will go away.
This stressful time can
be made easier by ex
ploring your options.

"Greek

Continued from page 3

terms in the Stdk I
House of Represdv itatlves in t h e 1966s, i(
Currently, Dukakista
teaching at bott I
Northeastern Univer- le
sity in Massachusetb t
and at UCLA., H( i
teaches during the i
Winter Quarter a;
UCLA and during thi r
Fall, Spring and Sum n
m e r b a c k i n h i s h o ^rr
state of Massaci| n
setts. Healsoisdni'
rentlytiie vice-chal
the Amtrak board.

the luncheon, the
"Ularfm
conversation mainly
revolved around the
Continued from pdp
current issues plagu
ing Southern^ Califor
Finally, after aintf^
nia. One of the main 30 years since the
topics of conversation alien of the Inte
was ethnic diversity provide secure
here on Gal State, communication I
San Bernardino cam event of a nuci
pus and in San Ber tack, the global
nardino, as well as if come to be seen as
there is still segrega tional threat,
tion in either place. day scenarios, s
Dukakis was the Gov run on U.S. ba
ernor of Massachu world's stock
setts for twelve years crash, create a
from 1974 to 1986. picture of the fi
While Governor, he The paradox, acci
was elected the most to Campbell is
effective Governor of "America's tech
the nation. In 1988, c a l s u p e r i o r i t y a
Dukakis was the sequent depende
Democratic presiden computers, lea
tial candidate, losing more vulnerabl
to George Bush. He most countries to
also served four attacks."

teachers.
ticators
CGU's teacher education program is a
model for preparing teachers for the
classroom. Most of our students
become full-salaried teachers after
one summer of instruction. Plus many
of our doctoral graduates become
faculty members at colleges across the
country. Check us out at www.cgu.edu.
then call or e-mail for admissions info.

Claremont
BKAOUATC UilVEtSlIT
Claremont Graduate University • 170 East Tenth Street • Claremont, CA 91711-6153
(877) 248-4642 • fax; (909) 607-7285 • e-mail: admiss@cgu.edu
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Events Calendar
Thursday, 9
AFRIKAN STUDENT
ALUANCE CLUB MEETING
4 P.M. • 5 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A
"NOT FOR OURSELVES ALONE"
THE STORY OF EUZABETW CADY STANTON
AND SUSAN B ANTTONY" { PART 2)
12 NOON-1:30 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CB^RRBT &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X7203

¥

Monday, 13
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
IN THE STUDENT UNION
10 P.M. -2 A.M.
STUDENT UMON
X5943

4

STUDY SKILLS
4 P.M. • 5 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X7203

«

WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
SUPPORT GROUP MEETING
4 P.M. - 5 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A
X7203

#

HI¥

March 9-16
Tuesday, 14
ASt RNANCE BOARD MEETING
10 A.M. -12 NOON
UN -107
ASl BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING
12 NOON-2 P.M.
UH-232
LOAN COUNSEUNG WORKSHOP
2 P.M. - 3 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER A
X5162
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
CLUB MEETING
4 P.M. - 6 P.M.
STUDENT UNION STUDY ROOM
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
IN THE STUDENT UNION
10 P.M.-2 A.M.
STUDENT UNKDN
X5943

Wednesday, 15
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
IN THE STUDENT UNION
10P.M.-2A.M.
STUDENT UNKM
X5943
ADULT RE-ENTRY
SUPPORT GROUP
12 NOON -1 P.M.
UH-232

Thursday, 16
AFRIKAN STUDENT
ALLIANCE CLUB MEETING
4 P.M. - 5 P.M.
STUDENT UMON STUDY ROOM
JUDY GORMAN
6 P.M. • 8 PM.
STUDENT UMON FIREPLACE LOUNQE
X7203

WOMEN OVER 40 AND ART
ART DISPLAY AND RECSTION
1 P.M. - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CWTER
X7203
SPOTUGHT SHOWCASE
AT THE LA PLACE
4 P.M. - 6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X7203
GAY & LESBIAN BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION CLUB MEETING
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
SYCAMORE ROOM

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to
E>repated CourCsycf
Student

Yoii'ke I n

Union Graptiii: Arts

Student Union Graphics,
112, or call x3942.

room SU

STUDENT UiON
Sponsored Courtesy o( the
Student (.kticn Adninistrstive Oftiae

Patfich's E)aY<»

California State University, San Bernardino
How do you

Department of Campus Recreation

tarned
Income Tax
Credit?

The Intramural Men's and Coed
Softball &. Volleyball
se^ons are around the corner!

qualify for

i

th^

J

\

Students. Faculty, Staff & Alumni
Association members are encouaged
to PLAY!

If you work h^ird but don't
earn a high income, you may
qualify for a tax credit. For
IRS Pub. 596, Earned Income

If you would like to participate
attend the Captain's meeting!

Credit, call 1-800-829-3676.
IRS Web site: www.irs.gov

inuert*}l
iVorhrt^

m

\

put

The Captain's meeting will be March I6th
@ 5pm in HP-10I
The Officials meeting will be held immediately
after the Captain's meeting in HP-101

California State University, San Bernardino

Department of Campus Recreation
WANTS

information call

880-52351

How do you

qualify for
POSITIONS AVAILABLE ARE:
^REFEREE (VOLLEYBALL & SOFTBALL)
^Lifeguard (must be Ufeguard certified)

'^Open Gym attendant
•Fitness Center attendant

Tn

the

"1

tamed
Income Tax

II vou work hard Inil <lui! i
i-arn a high imoine, IITl
can mean vou'll pav lessU\,
no lax or e\en get a relund
You niav be eligible 11 vi m
have-two (|ualiiving ehiiiin:
and earnings under
ill 1999. O r one (|ualilviii!;

H

M

I

•

I

r

chihl aitd earnings umkr
.S26,928. O r no ihiki and
earnings under S 10,200. |
To gel all the I'aets. call,,
I-8 0 0 -8 2 9 -3 6 7 6 for IRS:
Pub. 596, Earned Income Credii
IRS Web site: vvw\v,jrs.gov-

t'S I•1•• t'
*• »B|f
»

more information call 880-5235!

